Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
New example video applications such as internet-based video conferencing, portable television applications and mobile consumer terminals all have different picture quality requirements. These differences can be combined in a single MPEG encoder design by scaling the algorithmic complexity of the applications. Depending on the application, a certain quality loss can be acceptable under circumstances as indicated in the following examples. Let us consider the design of a programmable multi-window TV system. A part of the available general-purpose computation power of a (portable) TV can be saved by reducing the computational effort of the main task (video window), in order to perform smaller secondary tasks (like MPEG encoding, surveillance application) in parallel. A second example that could benefit from complexity scalability is a mobile device with a small display, which receives an MPEG stream having a higher resolution than the display. In this case, still a full and thus costly processing of the video is performed, although it is not needed because the viewer cannot perceive the fine video details of the stream.
It is our objective to design a scalable MPEG encoding system, featuring scalable video quality and a corresponding scalable resource usage [1] , [2] . Such a system enables advanced video encoding applications on a plurality of lowcost or mobile consumer terminals, having limited resources (available memory, computing power, stand-by time, etc.) as compared to high-end computer systems or high-end consumer devices. Note that the advantage of scalable systems is that they are designed once for a whole product family instead of a single product.
A computationally expensive corner stone of an MPEG encoder is motion estimation (ME), which is used to achieve high compression ratios by employing the computed motion vectors (MVs) in a recursive temporal prediction loop. We consider ME as a signal-processing task applying three issues as follows, where each issue can contribute to enhance ME with scalability.
• Accuracy level: the accuracy of (candidate) MVs are evaluated in order to decide whether the vectors are suitable to describe picture block displacements or not.
• Vector-selection level: an algorithm provides the rules which MVs are evaluated, in order to estimate the motion between two frames. • Structural level: the structure of the group-of-pictures (GOP) defines which MV fields (MVF) are needed for the MPEG encoding process. The computation of according MVFs is initiated at this level.
In the past, many new ME techniques have been published for enhancing the vector selection (e.g. [3] - [6] ), which aim at reducing the number of MV evaluations that are required for high quality ME. Besides special block-matching criteria such as [7] , computational complexity scalability has been introduced for the ME process by techniques that provide a scalable matching criterion on the vector-selection level and/or the accuracy level [8] , [9] . In [10] , a structural-level ME technique is presented, which processes MVFs twice for quality improvements. In this paper, we present two new techniques to insert complexity scalability into the ME process. The first technique is located on the structural level and processes MVFs in three stages. The first stage performs initial ME with the input video frames in display order ("IBBP") and independent of GOP (group of pictures) structures. The second stage efficiently derives MPEG MVFs by multi-temporal approximations, based on the MVFs that are computed in the first stage. Furthermore, the quality of full-search ME can be obtained with an optional third refinement stage. The aforementioned stages form our new Scalable MVF Approximation and Refinement Technique (SMART).
The second ME technique is located on the vector-selection level and provides Content-Adaptive REcursive Scalable ME (CARES) through block classification based on edge detection. Prior to estimating the motion between two frames, the macroblocks inside a frame are classified into areas having horizontal, vertical edges or no edges. The classification is exploited to minimize the number of motion vector evaluations for each macroblock by e.g. concentrating vector evaluations across the detected edge. A novelty in the algorithm is a distribution of good motion vectors to other macroblocks, even already processed ones, that differs from other known recursive ME techniques that reuse MVs from previously processed blocks.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief introduction to the ME process in MPEG encoders and Section III addresses the problem statement. Section IV presents the new SMART technique to process motion estimation with considerable savings in computational effort and memory bandwidth for resource-constrained applications. A block classification based on edge detection to support the ME is presented in Section V. The new CARES algorithm that makes use of the block classification is presented in Section VI. Section VII shows experimental results and Section VIII concludes the paper. Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of an MPEG encoder. The ME process in MPEG systems computes translational displacements of macroblocks between frames, which are expressed as motion vectors. For each macroblock, a number of candidate motion vectors are examined to find a best match, usually based on the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) of two macroblocks. The array of motion vectors for all macroblocks of a frame forms a Motion Vector Field (MVF).
II. MOTION ESTIMATION FOR MPEG
The MPEG coding standard defines three different types of frames, namely I-, P-and B-frames, where I-frames are coded without any temporal reference (completely independent). Pframes are based on ME using one temporal reference, namely the previous reference frame. B-frames can refer to both the previous and the upcoming reference frame. Reference frames are I-and P-frames. Since B-frames refer to future reference frames, they cannot be (en/de)coded before this reference frame is received by the (en/de)coder. Therefore, the video frames are processed in a reordered way, e.g. "IPBB" (transmit order) instead of "IBBP" (display order).
For ease of discussion, we form Sub- 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A large number of algorithms has been proposed for reducing the computational effort of a full-search ME. The algorithms make a trade-off between complexity and the quality of the computed vector fields. When compared to full search, popular algorithms like New Three Step Search [3] and Center-Biased Diamond Search [4] provide a good quality of motion vector fields at low cost. However, the accuracy of the MVs is limited for fast motion in the video sequence.
A further reduction of the computational effort has been achieved by using Recursive ME (RME, already discussed in [6] , [5] , [11] , and now included in MPEG-4), that derives candidate MVs from previously computed MVs in both the current MVF ("spatial" candidates) or the previous MVF ("temporal" candidates). Up to now, the RME algorithms have been used on GOP structures with fixed M and B-frames were not considered for long-term tracking of the motion. A more sophisticated approach for ME is presented in [10] , featuring a two-step estimation process and enhanced vectorfield prediction. The first step of this approach is a coarse RME to pre-estimate the forward vector-fields within an SGOP. The second step uses the vector fields computed in the first step as prediction and performs an additional RME. Vector fields that are used as prediction are scaled to the appropriate temporal distance that is actually needed.
The problem of the aforementioned ME algorithms is that a higher value of M increases the prediction depth, implying a larger frame distance between reference frames, thereby hampering accurate ME. Furthermore, the algorithms do not provide sufficient scalability. To overcome this problem, we introduce a new three-stage ME technique in Section IV. In addition, our new technique works not only for the typical (pre-determined and fixed) MPEG GOP structures, but also for more general cases. This feature enables on-the-fly selection of GOP structures depending on the video content (e.g. detected scene changes, significant changes of motion, etc.). Furthermore, we introduce a new technique called multitemporal approximation of MV fields (not to be confused with other forms of multi-temporal ME as found in H.264). These new techniques give more flexibility for a scalable MPEG encoding process.
In principle, any ME algorithm that works on the vectorselection or accuracy level can be inserted in our new scalable three-stage ME technique, because our proposal mainly scales on the structural level. Nevertheless, we prefer RME algorithms, since they explore temporal correlations in the video sequence and provide good motion vectors at a low number of candidate vector evaluations. However, state-of-theart RME still performs unnecessary MV evaluations. For example, motion vectors are re-evaluated if candidate prediction vectors taken from different macroblocks are equal. This occurs if the currently processed block is a part of a larger area (e.g. the image background), from which the content in the enclosed blocks contains the same motion. To overcome this inefficiency, an enhanced RME algorithm is introduced in Section VI that forecloses excessive reevaluation of identical MVs coming from different spatial vector predictions for the same block. Furthermore, the enhanced RME features a flexible number of processed macroblocks via block classification (see Section V), which provides even more scalability to the proposed ME system. Let us now first introduce the basic scalable three-stage ME.
IV. SMART, A STRUCTURAL LEVEL TECHNIQUE
A. Algorithm Temporal candidate motion vectors play a key role within our scalable technique for ME. For this reason, we have adopted Recursive ME (RME), which is based on block matching. RME algorithms employ temporal candidates and provide a consistent ME in video sequences, while using a small number of candidate vector evaluations.
Obviously, the prediction quality of an ME algorithm improves with a smaller temporal distance D , where the parameter D denotes the difference between the frame numbers of the considered frames. Therefore, we commence with estimating the motion using the minimum temporal
, which results in an accurate ME that can be performed at low computational effort. Since a common MPEG GOP-structure has 1 > M and thus some of the required vector fields must have
, we consider this as a first stage to derive a prediction of vector fields. In a second stage, these predicted vector fields are used to calculate the required vector fields according to the MPEG standard (using larger D ). In the third stage, the vector fields can be refined by using an additional -although simple -ME process. This stage is optional and only required if the highest quality has to be obtained (e.g. a conventional MPEG ME algorithm). Summarizing, our new concept results in a threestage process, which is described more formally below.
• Stage 1. Prior to defining a GOP structure, we perform a simple RME for every consecutive frame . Note that α and β become different if the frame distances change or when complexity scaling is applied (see below).
• Stage 3. Optionally, a second iteration of RME is performed for refining the computed approximated MPEG vector fields from Stage 2. For example, the approximated vector fields from Stage 2 serve as temporal candidates in the finalizing refinement RME process in this last stage. Rovati et al. [10] have proposed an approach that at first glance looks similar to the algorithm presented here. However, there are a number of important differences. Firstly, they initially estimate the MPEG vector fields and then process these fields for a second time, while keeping restricted to the MPEG GOP structure. This means that they have to deal with an increasing temporal distance to derive the vector fields already in the first step. This limits the accuracy of the computed first-step predictions. The processing of pictures in MPEG order is a second difference. Thirdly, the proposed ME does not provide scalability. The possibility of scaling vector fields, which are also used as multiple predictions, is mentioned in [10] , but not further exploited. Our algorithm makes explicit use of this feature, which is a fourth difference. In the sequel, we explain important system aspects of our algorithm. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the SMART ME technique embedded in an MPEG encoder. Note that the amount of memory needed for the new architecture is the same as used for the architecture as shown in Figure 1 , except for the additional motion vector memory. The memory costs are equal, because the entrance frame memory for Stage 1 can be integrated with the memory for the reordering process. The additional memory needed to store a vector field is negligible compared to the memory requirement of a video frame (a vector needs only 2 bytes vs. a luminance macroblock using 256 bytes). The three stages are decoupled from the actual coding process and are connected with each other via the central MV memory. This concept enables the processing of the three SMART stages in parallel, where results of one stage are reusable for another stage via the MV memory.
B. Architecture
Let us now discuss several architectural aspects of the individual stages of SMART.
• The initial ME process in Stage 1 is performed on succeeding frames (
= D
). Furthermore, Stage 1 uses original frames, without quantization errors. For these reasons, the RME yields a high-quality prediction with accurate MV fields.
• Stage 2 can optimally choose a GOP structure by e.g.
analyzing the computed motion vector fields. For example, if motion occurs in a sequence, the first frame that initiates a group of frames having (almost) zero motion in-between can be defined as a reference frame. On a sequence level, flexible scene-change detection can be added.
• With Equation (1), Stage 2 introduces a new concept called multi-temporal ME (a variant of this with the same name is used in H.264 coding). In our case, the term "multi-temporal" refers to two aspects. Firstly, the computation of Equation (1) means that one vector field is constructed from two other vector fields. Secondly, the total prediction of a vector field can be based on various vector fields such that several temporal references are used. The second aspect can be used for high-quality applications to approximate different reallife motions like video-object velocity, acceleration, zoom, rotation, etc. To give an example of multitemporal ME for a video object with constant motion speed, we predict a MV field fˆ by specifying the motion model "most recent velocity" as
where the term "most recent" refers to using the previously ( 1 − i ) computed vector field. 1 
C. Scalability aspects
The main advantage of the proposed SMART architecture is that it enables a broad scalability range of resource usage and achievable picture quality in the MPEG encoding process. This is illustrated by the following statements.
• Stage 1 and 3 can omit the computation of vector fields (e.g. the backward vector fields) or compute only significant parts of a vector field in order to reduce the computational effort and memory bandwidth.
• If the refinement in Stage 3 is omitted completely, the new technique can take advantage of further reduced computational effort, because the processing of vector fields in Stage 1 and 2 is much simpler than regular ME with the desired MPEG GOP ordering based on a large temporal distance.
D. Experimental verification
We show the scalability performance of the new technique with an initial experiment using the "Stefan" (tennis) sequence. The sequence is encoded based on a GOP size of 12 = N and 4 = M (thus "IBBBP" structure). We use the RME taken from [6] (limited to pixel-search) in Stage 1 and 3, because of its simple design. Note that the RME in Stage 1 1 Note that besides our framework, any state-of-the-art motion estimation algorithm can be improved by using multi-temporal vector-field predictions. This implies that more than one prediction is generated for the computation of one vector field.
used for this initial experiment could have been simpler, because of the minimum temporal distance at this stage. A scalable version of RME that performs equally to [6] but at much lower computational complexity is presented in Section VI.
In it is not required for computing the MPEG vector fields indicated with the large fat arrows in the figure. Note that in order to realize scalability and still keep track of the motion in Stage 1, the computation of vector fields is proceeding such that a new vector fields starts where a previous field has ended (there are no "holes").
The result of this scalability experiment is shown in Figure  6 . The area with the white background is the quality range that results from scaling the computation complexity by varying the amount of computed motion-vector fields as described above. For comparison, we define the computation effort of the simple RME used by a standard MPEG encoder (which computes four forward vector fields and three backward vector fields per SGOP) as 100%, and use this as reference. Each vector field then requires 14% of the reference computation effort. If all vector fields of Stage 1 are computed and the refinement Stage 3 is performed completely, the computational effort is 200% (not optimized). Figure 6 shows that a large quality range is covered matching with the large differences in computational effort.
V. IMAGE BLOCK CLASSIFICATION SUPPORTING ME
A. Introduction to alternative ME algorithms Conventional ME algorithms process each image block in the same content-independent way. The drawback of these algorithms is that they spend many computations on calculating motion vectors for e.g. relatively flat blocks. Unfortunately, despite the effort, the ME process yields MVs of poor quality. Block classification is a known technique for concentrating the ME on blocks that may lead to accurate motion vectors [12] .
In a further step, the classification can be controlled such that the number of blocks that are allowed for evaluation leads to complexity scalability. A recent publication on scalable motion estimation using block classification was presented in [13] . However, the classification provides blocks for which a good motion vector should be found, but the classification is only used as a binary decision between structured blocks with a fixed set of vector candidates and non-structured blocks that can be skipped in the ME process.
In our paper, the usage of the structure in the blocks is realized by providing the ME algorithm with the information whether it is more likely to find a good motion vector in updown or left-right search directions. This information is derived from a simple classification algorithm described below, which is based on detecting horizontal and vertical transitions (edges). Since ME will find equally good motion vectors for every position along such an edge (where a displacement in this direction does not introduce large displacement errors), searching of motion vectors across this edge will rapidly reduce the displacement error and thus lead to an appropriate motion vector. Horizontal and vertical edges can be detected by significant changes of pixel values in vertical and horizontal direction, respectively.
B. Block-classification using edge-detection algorithm
The edge-detecting algorithm we use is in principle based on continuously summing up pixel differences along rows or This edge-detecting algorithm is scalable by selecting the threshold t , the number of rows and columns that are considered for the classification, and a typical value for c . A block is considered for class "horizontal edge" or "vertical edge" if a clear edge is found for the column or row test, respectively. A clear edge should exceed a typical value for c . Obviously, we can derive from the previous equations the two extra classes "flat" for all blocks that do not belong to "horizontal edge" and "vertical edge", and the class "diagonal/structured" for blocks that belong to both classes "horizontal edge" and "vertical edge" simultaneously. We have adopted this edge-detection technique because of its simplicity and its suitability for block classification.
C. Experimental verification
Experimental evidence has shown that in spite of the complexity scalability of this classification algorithm, the evaluation of a single row or column in the middle of a picture block was found sufficient for a rather good classification. Figure 7 shows the result of an example to classify image blocks of size 16x16 pixels (macroblock size). For this experiment, a threshold of 25 = t was used. We considered a block to be classified as "horizontal edge" if 2 ≥ c holds for the central column computation and class "vertical edge" if 
Condition
Level 
≥ c
holds for the row computation. The presented block classification will be used to support an alternative ME algorithm presented in the next section. The emphasis of the alternative algorithm is on a clever selection of motion vectors for evaluation, whereas the SMART technique from Section IV is a structure-level technique.
VI. CARES, A VECTOR-SELECTION LEVEL ME TECHNIQUE
In this section, a new vector-selection level concept for a scalable RME is presented, that can be integrated into SMART, the three-stage ME technique on the structural level (see Section II), as a more advanced replacement for the simple RME that is used in Stage 1 and 3 of SMART. The block-classification algorithm (see Section V) is designed to support the ME algorithm and is thus is a key feature in this new concept. The block classification is used to concentrate the ME on blocks that should lead to good motion vectors, whereas the remaining "flat" blocks become a MV assigned without any further MV evaluation. This idea was adopted from [13] . However, except for the difference in using the structure of the blocks (see Section V), another difference is that good vector candidates are proposed to "future" blocks such as the neighboring blocks at the right and just below the actual block. Therefore, our algorithm is more suited for software-oriented implementations. Further system aspects are discussed at the end of this section.
A second key feature of the new concept is a more advanced MV prediction, as compared to conventional RME. In state-ofthe-art RME, the set of candidate motion vectors that are evaluated to find the displacement of a certain macroblock contains a few vector candidates, which are adopted from already processed macroblocks (the vectors are queried from a MV field memory that stores the finally selected MVs for the already processed blocks). This prediction mechanism leads to re-evaluation of the same motion vector for a block, if the block is a part of a larger equally moving area (e.g. the image background). Instead, we distribute certain motion vectors of good accuracy from actually processed blocks to neighboring surrounding blocks, which are then triggered to evaluate the distributed vector candidates. This may lead to a series of vector evaluations, but in practice the total amount of evaluated vectors is scalable and lower than with conventional RME. The MVs that yield less accuracy for ME are not distributed.
A. Algorithm
The proposed motion estimation algorithm called CARES (Content-Adaptive REcursive Scalable) ME, is as follows. 
B. Experimental verification
An experiment has been set up to compare the CARES ME 
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sim ple RM E thre sho ld 0 thre sho ld 2 5 thre sho ld 5 0 thre sho ld 7 0 thre sho ld 9 0 thre sho ld 1 00 ze ro " S te fa n" s e q ue nce Fig. 8 . Comparison of simple and scalable RME. The frame number refers to a part of the "Stefan" sequence with "IPPP" structure, where the PSNR differences are best visible. The fat black curve areas indicate the quality gap between simple RME and CARES ME. The white area is the complexity scalability range of CARES ME. of this section with the simple RME [6] that was used within the SMART technique in Section IV. We compared the measured PSNR of the motion-compensated frames (based on a GOP size of 12 = N and 1 = M , thus "IPPPP" structure) of the "Stefan" sequence, when using the simple RME or the CARES ME. The block-classification algorithm (see Section V) was used with different thresholds. Figure 8 shows the result of this experiment. The figure shows the large scalability range between 16 dB and 24 dB PSNR, just by variation of the threshold t . By decreasing the classification threshold to a lower number, the quality comes arbitrary close to simple RME. A typical setting of 25 = t results in a PSNR that is rather close to the simple RME.
The average PSNR and the average number of MV evaluations per macroblock for different sequences are shown in Figure 9 . It can be seen that for the typical threshold setting of 25 = t , the obtained PSNR is within 1 dB from the simple RME algorithm. However, the simple RME uses 18.35 vector evaluations on the average, whereas CARES requires only between 1.9 and 4.9 vector evaluations, depending on the sequence. In the worst-case situation using a threshold of 0 = t (all macroblocks are processed), the same quality as with simple RME is obtained. For example, even for the worstcase "Stefan" sequence, the computational complexity is reduced by at least 58%, resulting in an average of 7.78 MV evaluations per macroblock. The "Tennis table" sequence, which has less motion, needs less than 1 vector evaluation per macroblock, leading to medium quality. The complexity is smoothly scalable until zero-vector fields are reached.
VII. ME SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental set-up
In Sections IV to VI, we presented the novel ME techniques SMART (structural level) with frame processing in display order and the CARES ME algorithm (vector-selection level), based on block classification. Both techniques have been combined and integrated in an MPEG coder for measuring their scalability performance.
We experimented with different sequences and we scaled Figure 10 shows the average number of vector candidates that were evaluated for each macroblock of the computed MPEG motion vector fields. The priority level (indicated by gray levels) refers to the number of computed vector fields as given by the priority order used for SMART, and the indicated threshold in the horizontal direction is the same as used in CARES. The figure shows that the MV evaluations scale smoothly with the threshold and the number of computed vector fields. Note that the choice of a small non-zero threshold already leads to a significant reduction of the average number of vector evaluations.
B. Results
The average achieved PSNR of the predicted P-and Bframes (taken after motion compensation and before computing the differential signal) is shown in Figure 11 . For a full-quality comparison, we consider full-search block matching with a search window of 32x32 pixels. The new joint 16,00-18,00 14,00-16,00 12,00-14,00 10,00-12,00 8,00-10,00 6,00-8,00 4,00-6,00 2,00-4,00 0,00-2,00 ME technique slightly outperforms full search by up to 0.39 dB PSNR measured from the motion-compensated P-and Bframes of this experiment (25.31 dB instead of 24.92 dB). Further comparisons were made with the scalable ME system and alternative fast state-of-the-art ME algorithms. Table II shows the average PSNR of the motion-compensated P-and B-frames for the "Stefan" sequence and four ME algorithms with the same conditions as described above (same N , M , etc.). The first data column (tests per MV) shows the average number of vector evaluations that were performed per macroblock to indicate the computational performance of the algorithms. The last column ("scalable ME") contains the average number of vector evaluations required for our scalable ME system (at optimal configuration for this experiment) to reach the same quality as the ME algorithms for comparison. Note that MV evaluations pointing outside the picture are not counted, which results in numbers that are lower than the nominal values (e.g. 923.52 instead of 1024 for 32x32 fullsearch (FS)). It can be seen that the scalable ME system requires only a fraction of MV evaluations that are performed by the compared ME algorithms to reach the same quality provided by these algorithms.
A quality comparison expressed in PSNR for more video sequences is shown in Figure 12 , where we used the sequence "Stefan" with high motion, and "Foreman" and " Table Tennis" having low motion. The curves in the figure show a waterfall effect, which means that a fast quality build-up is realized at the beginning of the scalability range, and that there is room for further improvements on the quality at the end of the scalability range. The bending point of the waterfall is between 3 and 5 vector evaluations per block. It can also be seen that for more complex scenes, the scalable ME system obtains the quality of FS at about 10-16 vector evaluations per block. For the "Table tennis" sequence, it seems that the provided scalability range does not reach the full-search level. However, because the absolute quality level is already much higher than for more critical scenes, we did not examine this further.
C. Discussion
At this point, we want to address some system aspects. First, we already explained that the scalable ME system has been based on a more software oriented implementation. This can be seen from the fact that in the CARES ME, we first concentrate on blocks with a structured detail giving good vector candidates, and we simply assign vectors to the remaining blocks. Second, we provide good vector candidates to all surrounding blocks also at the right and below the current block position. For this reason, the acceptation process for a good vector can distribute itself within the frame in various directions. In order to implement this, a cache memory will be required of one frame in the worst case. However, we expect that in most cases (given the usual size of objects), a much smaller cache can be used without sacrificing too much quality.
We have adopted the software-oriented approach, because the scalability range was implemented towards the direction of portable devices having small computational resources. The architecture of such devices is usually based on the combination of a DSP processor with a programmable RISC core, so that applications are software-oriented in any case.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new scalable ME techniques for MPEG encoding, which are important for realizing portable MPEG video applications in devices where computing power is limited. The computational complexity scalability is obtained by scaling the number of processed motion-vector (MV) fields and the number of vector evaluations. The first term relates to the GOP structure in MPEG, whereas a second term relates to the clever selection of MVs for computation. It has been shown that the combination of both techniques into one scalable ME system can reduce the computational effort over a large range, making our system feasible for low-cost mobile MPEG systems.
The first ME technique selecting MV fields, called SMART, has been split into a pre-computation stage and an approximation stage. Optionally, a refinement stage can be added to approach the quality of a conventional MPEG encoder (or even outperform it). In the pre-computation stage, we used RME to find rather good motion estimates because the frames are processed in time-consecutive order. In the approximation stage, MV-fields are scaled and added or subtracted (thus having multi-temporal references) to come to the finally required MPEG MV-fields. These computations are much simpler than performing advanced vector searches. The computation of e.g. the backward ME can be omitted to save computational effort and memory bandwidth usage. The optional third refinement stage runs another small RME process based on the vector-fields approximations of the second stage.
The second technique addressing vector selection, called CARES, proposes a new scalable RME for integration into the above-mentioned SMART technique. The scalable RME is based on a simple block classification that provides information about the occurrence of horizontal and/or vertical edges in the block content. This information is then subsequently used to control the prediction of good MV candidates. This feature leads to a reduced set of motion vector candidates that are evaluated in comparison with state-of-theart ME algorithms for MPEG applications. The CARES ME algorithm proposes good MVs to surrounding blocks for further evaluation. This extension prevents the re-evaluation of identical MVs for a block, which regularly occurs in state-ofthe-art RME. The disadvantage is that a significant cache memory will be required.
Experiments with our new ME system using the "Stefan" sequence show that a full processing of our framework compares well in picture quality (PSNR) with a 32x32 fullsearch ME (or even outperform it). When compared to existing fast ME algorithms published for MPEG, our system requires roughly 30% to 90% less MV evaluations for different sequences from less motion to high motion, when the system was scaled to obtain the same quality of the fast algorithms. Since the number of MV evaluations relates to the computational complexity of the ME process that requires a significant part of the computational effort in MPEG encoding, the overall encoder complexity is considerably reduced.
The complexity scalability of the complete ME system proposal is between below 1 up to 15 vector evaluations per macroblock on the average, leading to a global PSNR variation of 7.0 to 7.4 dB PSNR of the motion-compensated frames. The obtained computational complexity scalability is seen sufficient for a large range of stationary and portable MPEG coding applications.
